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south africa is bound by national and international legal instruments that provide protections for academic freedom. south africa is a party to the international covenant on civil and political rights (iccpr), which provides for freedom of opinion and expression (article 19), and the international covenant on
economic, social, and cultural rights (icescr), which provides for the right to education (article 13) and calls on state parties to respect the freedom indispensable for scientific research and creative activity (article 15(3)). full exercise of academic freedom depends also on respect for institutional

autonomy, defined as that degree of self-governance necessary for effective decision making by institutions of higher education regarding their academic work, standards, management and related activities consistent with systems of public accountability, especially in respect of funding provided by the
state, and respect for academic freedom and human rights.[1] south africas constitution explicitly recognizes the right to academic freedom (article 16(1)(d)) and the right to education (article 21(1)).[2] as it relates to a number of incidents discussed here, south africas constitution also provides for

freedoms of expression (article 16), assembly, picket, and petition (article 17), and association (article 18).[3] china is bound by national and international legal instruments that provide protections for academic freedom and higher education generally. china has ratified the international covenant on
economic, social, and cultural rights (icescr), which provides for the right to education (article 13) and calls on state parties to respect the freedom indispensable for scientific research and creative activity (article 15(3)). while china has not ratified the international covenant on civil and political rights

(iccpr), which provides for freedom of opinion and expression (article 19), as a state signatory, it is still obligated to act in good faith and not to defeat the purposes of the treaty.
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djibouti is bound by national and international legal instruments that provide protections for academic freedom and higher education generally. djibouti is a party to the international covenant on economic, social, and cultural rights (icescr), which provides for the right to education (article 13) and calls
on state parties to respect the freedom indispensable for scientific research and creative activity (article 15(3)). although djibouti has not ratified the international covenant on civil and political rights (iccpr), which provides for freedom of expression (article 19), as a state signatory, it is still obligated to
act in good faith and not to defeat the purposes of the treaty. oecd countries enjoy robust higher education systems. oecd countries consistently rank highest on global assessments of higher education and their citizens report the highest levels of satisfaction with the quality of their education.[29] in

these systems, the central state governments and the autonomous institutions of higher education are legally bound to respect and protect students, staff, and faculty as well as to provide quality academic work.[1] government officials are obligated to act in the publics interest rather than that of
institutions or individuals.[2] academic freedom, including the freedom to teach, to publish, and to engage in research, is enshrined in constitutional and legal instruments.[3] the ethical standards of the academy are governed by professional associations and codes of conduct, which are also enshrined

in law and are publicly accessible.[4] in these systems, universities are legally independent from the government, and they are required to report to the public on their finances, conduct, and management. 5ec8ef588b
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